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“Portugal is at a crucial crossroads.”
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Who we are and what is Instituto New Economy?
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Instituto New Economy is here
to keep Portugal crypto friendly

Establish Portugal as the 
leading crypto and blockchain hub

Develop a cryptoasset-friendly tax and 
regulatory environment in Portugal 

Our objectives

Instituto New Economy was founded by leaders in the crypto and national academic and political scenes



Some context about crypto cities.
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Why should Porto become a crypto hub?
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Crypto hubs attract talent... ..compete with capital cities.. ...and foster new leaderships.  
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Being perceived as a crypto hub offers
several benefits to cosmopolitan cities.

This trend is strongest in America, but 
European cities have the same potential.

Note: Bloomberg, NPR
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Mayors around the world have began to understand this opportunity, 
even if the American cities are capturing most of the press attention.

Note: Tech Crunch, TheNew York Times



Meanwhile, cities in countries with less leeway can emulate smaller 
nations by implementing incentive plans and investment schemes.
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Singapore’s crypto 
strategy... 

“could help create 
jobs, create value-add, 
and I think more than 

the financial sector, 
the other sectors of 

the economy will 
potentially gain”

Switzerland’s Crypto 
Valley was created…

“because if the country 
doesn’t take part at the 

front of fintech it 
won’t deserve its title 

as a global financial 
centre, losing the 

opportunity to attract 
blockchain leaders and 

ensure its economy 
can thrive as global 

tax laws get tougher.”

Malta’s ‘blockchain 
island’ title…

“was given to us 
because while other 

countries are typically 
looking at crypto and 
blockchain for short-

term gains, we 
understand what 

blockchain tech can 
offer in the  long run”

El Salvador adopted 
BTC as legal tender…

“as this will generate 
jobs and help provide 
financial inclusion to 

those outside the 
formal economy, and 
turn the country into 

an innovation and 
tourism hub”

Liechtenstein’s 
speed allows…

“blockchain 
companies to move a 
lot faster here than 

other countries. You 
can call us for a 

meeting on Monday 
morning and we can 
meet you for lunch

on Tuesday 
or Wednesday”

Source: Quotes from senior state officials and national regulators



Okay, I see the benefits. But does Porto stand a chance?
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Lisbon & Centre Porto & North

Porto has some crypto startups, but Braga is considered the centre
of the ecosystem in the North and both pale in comparison to Lisbon.

Note: Some companies with offices or  major remote hubs in Portugal.



Lisbon also tends to attract most of the crypto-related events 
happening in Portugal, typically organised around Web Summit.

Cryptoasset related events happening in Lisbon
October to November, 2021

Source: Own analysis



Nevertheless, some already perceive Porto to be an “emerging crypto 
hub in Europe”, with Finoa’s recent investment capturing headlines.
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Finoa’s founders 
announced they chose 

Porto as they believe the 
city is an “emerging 

crypto hub in Europe”.

The startup plans to hire 
+20 workers in the city 

this year. It can look like 
a small number, but the 

salaries will be high.

Source: Jornal de Negócios



About the workshop.
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Okay, what does Porto need to become a crypto hub?
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To find out, Porto’s city hall challenged Instituto New Economy
to invite the local crypto community to better understand their views.

16Note: There are more companies in this slide as some of these only only have a couple of people in Porto. 

Portuguese platform to bootstrap 
individual talent.

Portuguese platform to for hackathons 
and other corporate challenges.

Portuguese play-to-earn video game 
powered by a stablecoin.

Remote-first real-time data oracle 
solution for DeFi markets.

US-based digital assets exchange and 
wallet with a major office in Braga.

Remote-first scaling solution 
for decentralised apps.

Cryptoasset division of a multi-billion 
dollar, US-based trading firm.

Portuguese peer-to-peer sports 
competition platform.

Smaller projects currently
being ideated or built.

Other 
projects

We’re also 
inviting the 
startups in 

Porto which 
couldn’t be 

present to share 
their view.



We spent a morning understanding Porto’s economic positioning 
and ideating ways for the city to become more cryptoasset-friendly.
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We started by focusing on the key ingredients of
Porto’s presumable strategy to become a crypto hub.
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And later proceeded to distil them into a coherent vision,
thinking about how it could be implemented in Porto.
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About the findings.
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So, what did the community say?
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The participants worked in groups and swapped groups between 
exercises. A synthesis of the findings can be found in the next slides.
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• Better and clearer tax regime
• Low tax rates or tax breaks if the city 

can’t control the rates
• Other fiscal benefits or even a Free

Trade Zone

• Legal sandbox
• E.g. Zona Livre Tecnológica

• Better onboard companies & people
• Help with setup
• Clear and easy visa process
• Have well-defined banking partners

• Clear positioning and communication
• To better attract remote workers
• Think of the North, and not just Porto

Must-haves and 
non-negotiables

• Dedicated infrastructure 
• E.g. ANJE for crypto

• Strong community
• Crypto and blockchain events
• Crypto and blockchain workshops
• Other networking opportunities
• Involve local businesses in crypto

• Use blockchain in city governance
• Get EU funding for this development

• Universities as accelerators
• E.g. Entrepreneurship support
• Courses or graduate programs
• Train local talent to address shortage

Should haves and
important features

• Attract more crypto organisations
• Direct incentives for projects and 

startups to establish offices in Porto
• Promote co-working and co-living for

crypto’s remote workers
• E.g. Hacker House’s monthly

membership platform

• General infrastructure and policy
• Better airport connections
• Be more family-friendly
• Integrate crypto with other policies
• Share the city’s data with the

community to foster open innovation
• Incentives for cryptoasset miners to 

establish in the North

Could haves and 
optional features
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So, what should Porto’s crypto strategy have: legal clarity, family-
friendliness, a strong community, and support talent and entrepreneurs.

It’s also key that Porto doesn’t have the following: 

excessive bureaucracy, an uncertain vision, a looting mindset, and doesn’t promote gentrification (i.e. don’t become Lisbon).



• Experiment with blockchain-powered governance and tokenise the Porto Card
• Allocate a portion of the city budget to a citizen DAO (e.g. digital version of the participatory budget).5th step

• Establish a free trade zone and a ZLT (legal sandbox)
• Build a world-class crypto/web3 accelerator in the FTZ, potentially named Crypto’s Port.4th step

• Promote a crypto/web3 educational path in Porto’s university network
• With the collaboration of international universities, but also focused on high-school students.3rd step
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And Porto’s vision to become a crypto hub should: start with a team to 
coordinate the strategy and rally the business and higher-ed communities.

• Incentivise the establishment of crypto centres (e.g. the ANJEs of cryto)
• Start with co-working and co-living spaces (e.g. Hacker Network) and renovate a building for crypto.2nd step

• Create a dedicated crypto office (e.g. a team of InvestPorto) and a brand (e.g. Porto.Crypto).
• Make Porto even more business friendly and assist with the setup of crypto organisations (e.g. visas).1st step

Vision: Porto should become a leading crypto hub, due to its business and family friendliness and cultural appeal.



Now it’s time to consider these ideas and meet again.
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Instituto New Economy is happy to get in touch to 
continue the conversation and help Porto pursue this vision.
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https://neweconomy.institute

info@neweconomy.institute



We’re looking forward to hearing from Porto.
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